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Peer Pair
Product Value

The PeerPair learning system is a unique provider of space for people around the world to collaborate in 
pairs and learn a wide variety of topics. Working in pairs has been proven to be very successful and people 
are in general more productive and accountable when they are paired up with someone [2]. 

Target Market

The internet provides a lot of opportunity to learn in various ways, either through massive open online 
courses, forums, blog posts, videos , etc..  Our target market is potentially anybody who has access to the 
Internet and wants to learn something but is too overwhelmed with information available online, and is 
not sure how to navigate and structure all that information into an effective  study program. The user is also 
not motivated enough to learn alone and would like some motivation to learn. We are also targeting users 
who have knowledge and are willing to share it and finally the user that would like to learn while teaching. 
According to Benware & Deci [1], “subjects who learned in order to teach were more intrinsically motivated.”

Revenue Generation

We wish to create an open learning environment and only plan to add revenue generation avenues as and 
when the opportunity presents itself. Since the content on the website will be entirely user-generated and 
user-managed, we require little in terms of maintenance costs. Most of the expenses would be incurred 
during the initial setup phase. We envision that it will not take long after the initial phases to reach ROI as 
well as a profitable point.

A couple of ways of generating the initial funding, would be to have a kickstarter model or finding potential 
sponsors/donors, through other means, to cover initial development and setup costs. 

We do not plan to make this a paid site right now, so we will not be charging for subscription or access.  We 
are interested in having an advertising model and are exploring ways to earn some revenue through ads 
and sponsored recommendations. We plan to strategically place advertisements and include sponsored 
recommendations for resources and media that would be part of the pair learning session’s resource library. 
These sponsored recommendations would be clearly marked to inform the users that the recommendations 
are sponsored.

Another model that interests us is the freemium model. There is potential in the future to adopt this model 
and our system can allow most services for free and have additional services, like unlimited peer-learning 
sessions or an ad free version, upon paying some nominal charges. We can provide paid-only access to 
certain features (like encyclopedia and research material access etc.) within the peer workspace. This is again 
something we have in mind, but will consider implementing after a successful launch and  enhancing initial 
functionality.
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Marketing

Marketing is a very important aspect of our system and only if done right, will generate traffic to our system 
and open possibilities of implementing revenue generating features. We would rely heavily on social media 
and word-of-mouth in the initial days. Opportunity would be given to invite friends during sign-up to build 
a base of users. Users will also be encouraged to take start sessions with their friends, in order to get them 
interested in the system.

Users would be encouraged to tweet or post to Facebook about their newly created learning sessions or 
share their recently concluded learning session, so that others may see the session activities and start a new 
session on similar lines and thus drive more traffic to the system.

When a user creates a new session, the website will recommend the user to invite and pair up with a friend 
from Facebook and other social networks. This will increase the reach of the website and bring more users 
onboard.

Sustainability

To attract users into our system and to prevent a cold start scenario, we would initially have a dedicated 
team to create various learning sessions, with a ready list of goals, activities and resources that can be 
recommended to users when they create their own sessions. This would be done for some of the more 
popular learning topics and categories and would be enhanced over time by taking content uploaded by 
users in the sessions they create. 

We plan on creating a plug-in version of our system that would let users of other online education systems 
use our platform as a means to collaborate in and learn in pairs. For this we plan on approaching online 
education systems like Coursera and Khan Academy to potentially tie up with them. 

Opportunities for using this system are vast and varied. Apart from regular peer learning, students can also 
potentially collaborate on class projects through this system and organizations could also use the system to 
train their employees and share a successful session with other employees to encourage them to work on 
those activities.
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